12. The personalities marked with an asterisk (*) have been previously reported by this Region.
1. Continued investigation concerning the information furnished by the Communists regarding the Gehlen Organization last winter has revealed that at least seventy (70) percent of the information could have come only from the former Sicherheitsdienst (SD) group within the Gehlen Organization, to which group SUBJECT belongs.

2.
1. Continued investigation concerning the information furnished by the Communists regarding the Gehlen Organization last winter has revealed that at least seventy (70) percent of the information could have come only from the former Sicherheitsdienst (SD) group within the Gehlen Organization, to which group SUBJECT belongs.

2.
1. Continued investigation concerning the information furnished by the Communists regarding the Gehlen Organization last winter has revealed that at least seventy (70) percent of the information could have come only from the former Sicherheitsdienst (SD) group within the Gehlen Organization, to which group SUBJECT belongs.
1. The previously mentioned (fmr) SOMMER*, who comes from Schleswig-Holstein, was in Wuerttemberg (Oberschwaben) in 1949 and 1950.
The LUBECK (UTH) (nsc) office, handled by Wilhelm KRIEBITZ, is also attached to BREMEN. SOMMER, who worked primarily headquarters matters, has been released because of falsifying information regarding his driver's license.

SOURCE: "A" P-3

2. Information contained in SUBJECT's personal history statement in the Gehlen headquarters is as follows:

a. 1941: School examinations.

b. 1941-1942: Acceptance of a leading position with the Sicherheitspolizei (Security Police - Sipo).

c. 1942: Began a career as a criminal commissioner.

d. 5 March 1943: Passed criminal commissioner examination with mark of "good".

e. August 1943-May 1945: RSHA-VI in Switzerland as a teacher.

f. 1945: Serving in Holland with rank of SS Obersturmfuehrer.

g. 1 December 1946: Released from a British POW camp.

h. Summer 1947-Spring 1950: Engaged with the (British) Intelligence Section in BONN (UTH) 32UL57623 working on KPD and affiliated matters.
1. February 1950-1 October 1951: Engaged with the Kaiser Ministry as an interrogator in a refugee camp, particularly gathering material on the Volkspolizei (Soviet Zone People's Police - Vopo), Soviet army order of battle and Soviet Zone State Security Office (SSD) agents.

SOURCE: "A"

3. SUBJECT continues to have contact with a certain (Fnu) BODENZ in the Kaiser Ministry, who works for a Dr. (Fnu) von DELLINGHAUSEN, a reporter on political affairs. Only recently BODENZ was particularly interested with the Saar question.

SOURCE: "A"

4.

SOURCE: "E"

5.
SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

PREPARING OFFICE: Region III, 66th CIC Group, APO 757, US Army

SUBJECT: FELPE, Heinz

CODE FOR USE IN INDIVIDUAL PARAGRAPH EVALUATION

OF SOURCE: OF INFORMATION:

A COMPLETELY RELIABLE
B USUALLY RELIABLE
C FAIRLY RELIABLE
D NOT USUALLY RELIABLE
E UNRELIABLE
F RELIABILITY UNKNOWN

CONTINUED BY OTHER SOURCES
PROBABLY TRUE
POSSIBLY TRUE
OURTLY TRUE
TRUTH CANNOT BE ASSESSED

SOURCE: "C"
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6. In the MUNICH (UTM) 32UUUG9134 headquarters of the Gehlen organization is one Dr. Emil AUGSBURG, born 1 May 1904 in LODZ, Poland, a philologist and student of folklore and former member of the SD, who is an expert on questions pertaining to the East. Available personal data are as follows:

a. Prior to 1924: Attended the German Senior High School in LODZ and later studied Germanic and Slavic languages in LEIPZIG (UTM) (nca).

b. After 1928: Connected with the firm "Aduedo", a translation and interpretation office; later a full time interpreter of Polish and Russian languages in county and district courts in LEIPZIG and still later a lecturer for the "Paul LIST-von BRESSENDORF" publishing company.

c. From 1936 until 1938: Connected with the Eastern research department of the Wannsee Institute, BERLIN (UTM) 33UUU9220, as department head and later head of the department of Culture and Nationalities; still later, during the same period, deputy to the head of the Institute, originally an independent institution, but later taken over by the RSHA and after 1943 incorporated into the Federal Institute for Geography".

d. In 1936: taken into the SS and promoted in 1944 to the rank of Sturmbahnführer. A graduate of a University for Political and Foreign Studies.

e. In the war against Poland in 1939, returned to the Wannsee Institute for special tasks.
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f. At the beginning of the Russian campaign in 1941, sent to the advance headquarters (Vorkommando Moskau). Wounded on 16 September 1941. In April 1942 released from the hospital.

g. In the Summer and Fall of 1942, sent on an exploratory mission to Southern Russia and the Caucasus front.

h. In the Fall of 1942, again returned to the Wannsee Institute.

i. Subsequent to the end of the war, continued Eastern research. Since 1946, a member of "Gruppe Condor" as evaluator. In 1937 married. Four (4) children.

7. It is asserted that AUGSBURG received a loan from the Jesuits in ROME. AUGSBURG was for a period of time a member of Polish General ANDER's staff in Northern Italy.

SOURCE: "A"

8. Concerning the past activity of Walter VOLIMER, the following is that regarding his person as he provided it.


b. 1928–1932: Studies at the Rechts and Staatswissenschaften University of KIEL and TUEBINGEN (UTM) 32UV01474.

c. Fall, 1932: Bar examination and court work while preparing for the bar examination. Called in to the high Justice Educational office. Bar studies interrupted by a lingering illness and leave of absence to other activities.

d. 2 April 1937: Graduated as a Court Assessor and sent to the Oberlandesgericht in STUTTGART.

e. March 1938: Called into the interior service of Land Wurttemberg, Assessor with the chief administrator in LEONBERG (UEL) 32UV0106, near STUTTGART.
f. August 1938: Taken into the direct Reich Service as liaison junior barrister to the Wurttemberg Ministry of Interior (Police organizations, Foreigners, Foreign Police and Passport and Visa affairs).

g. August 1939: Delegated to the Reich Ministry of Interior (RMDI) as administrative assessor.


i. April 1940: Appointed Regierungsrat.

j. November to December 1940: Ordered to the Italian Colonial Ministry in Rome.

k. January to April 1941: Reich Ministry of Interior (Passport and Visa affairs-border police matters).

l. May 1941: "Raum TRIER Abwehr (Abwehr assignment in the TRIER area)."

m. August to December 1942: Sent to the front.

n. January to April 1943: TRIER, Abwehr.

o. May 1943: Assigned to the Waffen-Schutzstaffel (Waffen-SS) Regiment "Nordland". Sent to the SS Junker School in BAD TOELZ (UTM) 32TP79293, with rank of Untersturmfuehrer and later to the armored school in PARDUBITZ.


q. June 1944: Promoted to rank of Oberregierungsrat.

r. January to February 1945: Order to the front and engaged in the BARKOW offensive in upper Silesia.

s. March to April 1945: Commander of the Waffen-SS battalion (Sipo) near BERLIN.
Family Status: Divorced, one (1) child eleven (11) years of age. Father is Heinrich VOLLMER, residing in STUTTGART-Weulimdorf. Mother is deceased.

SOURCE: "A"

9. With reference to the information outlined in paragraph 4 above, the information concerning certain of VOLLMER's statements, considered untrue, is outlined in the following sub-paragraphs:
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24 June 1954

SUBJECT: FELPE, Heinz

TO: Commanding Officer
66th CIC Group, USAREUR
APC 154, US Army
ATTN: Mr. Parkinson

1. REFERENCE: Summary of Information, Region III.

66th CIC Group, Subject and file as above, dated 10 June 1954.

2. FORWARDED: Summary of Information, Subject and file as above, dated 24 June 1954.

3. CONTROL OF INFORMATION:

a. Source: Source "A" is L-899-Eq.

b. Evaluation of Source: Temporarily evaluated F.

c. Date on Which Information was Obtained: The information was obtained on 12 April 1954.

d. Date on Which Information was Reported to Army: The information was reported to Mr. Parkinson on 15 April 1954.

4. STATUS:

None. Other Items Affecting Accuracy of Information:

5. STATUS:

Fielding.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. VIII has been released by Mr. Valken because of the volume of unanswerable information regarding his past.

(Continued)
HEADQUARTERS REGION III
66TH COUNTER INTELLIGENCE CORPS GROUP
UNITED STATES ARMY, EUROPE
APC 757
US ARMY

IIB-25714

SUBJECT: STEFF, Heinz

TO: Commanding Officer
66TH CIC Group, USAEUR
APC 154, US ARMY
ATTN: Mr. Boerlund

10 June 1954

1. RECIPIENT: Summary of Information, Subject: file on above, dated 10 June 1954.

2. CONTROL OF INFORMATION:

   a. Source: Source "A" is X-S99-E.

   b. Evaluation of Source: Source is temperately evaluated.

   c. [ ]

   d. How Information was Obtained:

3. Date on Which Information was Obtained: The information was obtained on two (2) occasions between 23 December 1953 and 21 January 1954.

4. Date on Which Information Was Reported to ARVAC: The information was reported to ARVAC on 26 December 1953.

5. None.

6. Other Data Affecting Accuracy of Information:


7. REMARKS:

   a. Any additional information relating to SUBJECT will be reported as it is received.

(Continued)
MEMORANDUM FOR:

ATTN: [Redacted]

SUBJECT: Felfe, Meir

1. (U) Mr. T.C. Hughes of Counterintelligence Branch, Security Division, has been designated as the OACSI representative. This office now has available file information to initiate the coordinated review you requested. It is suggested that your representative contact Mr. Hughes at EX 7-3949 in order to make arrangements for an early discussion of the lines of inquiry to be followed and the necessary exchanges of information.

2. (U) Because of the nature of our information it is requested that your representative have available specific questions and such background information as your office may hold on personalities of interest to you in this coordinated review.

FOR THE ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF FOR INTELLIGENCE:

JACK L. WEIGAND
Colonel, GS
Chief, Counterintelligence Branch

CLAUDE D. BARTON
Colonel, GS
Chief, Security Division
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TRIAL

FELFE
1962-1969 OCS
SUBJECT: Trial Proceedings Against Pelfe, Clemens and Tisdel (U)

Mkd.: Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence, United States Army, Europe,
APO 493, New York, New York

1. (U) The trial proceedings are of considerable interest to this office. Your action in forwarding this material is appreciated.

2. (U) Files of this office do not contain any significant information regarding the case other than that which has been furnished by USAEUR.

FOR THE ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF FOR INTELLIGENCE

Cqrs: CHARLES R. WRIGHT, JR.
Colonel, GS
Chief, CI Branch

GRAHAM E. SCHMIDT
Colonel, GS
Chief, Security Division

REGRDED UNCLASSIFIED when separated from classified inclosures.
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